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2011 Rally speeds

! Look at the results below for the winning cars in the 2011 Thailand 
rally season.

1! Calculate below the speed for each of the winning cars in each of the 
rallies.

2! Which was the fastest rally?

3! Which was the slowest rally?

4! What could have caused the difference in the speeds of the rallies? 
Give as many reasons as you can.
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Rally Total distance / km Winner’s time / hr

Rally of Thailand 2011 (venue 1) 218 2.42

Asia Cross country (Overall) 2200 10.35

Rally of Thailand (venue 2) 73 0.37
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Speed Investigation Planning Sheet
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What are we trying to find out? And what do you think will happen? (your 
hypothesis)

What things might have an effect (the variables)?

Which variable will we change? This is the independent variable.

Which variable will we measure? This is the dependent variable.

How can we measure this variable? And make sure our results are 
accurate and reliable.

Which variables do we need to control to make the test fair?
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Speed Investigation Recording Sheet

1! Use the table below to fill in your experimental results.

2! Calculate the average speed of the car on each slope and draw a 
graph in the space below showing speed against angle of slope.
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Speed Investigation Evaluation Sheet

1! Describe your results. What do you think they show about the angle 
of the slope and the speed of the car? 

2! Did your results match your prediction? Explain any unexpected or 
strange results (if there were any).

3! So, are you confident your results are accurate and reliable? Are you 
sure your test was fair? Give some reasons for your answers that will 
convince Mr. Sak Nana that he can trust your findings.

4! Use your scientific knowledge to explain why the results look the way 
they do. 

5! Are there any improvements you might make to your investigation 
next time? How important do you think these improvements are?
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Testing the routes

! We carried out a trial of the three routes we shortlisted for the Chiang 
Mai to Chiang Rai Rally. We measured the time taken for the cars to 
complete the route. We also measured the distance of the route. We 
used the same specification of car on each route, and the drivers 
were of similar standard. The results are shown below.

! Route A:  Total distance 265 kilometers.  Time taken = 5 hrs. 30 min. 
! Route B:  Total distance 200 kilometers.  Time taken = 4 hrs.
! Route C:  Total distance 335 kilometers.  Time taken = 8 hrs. 15 min. 

1! Calculate the speeds of the cars for each route in the space below.

2! Based on this information. Which route would you recommend the 
committee uses for the Chiang Mai to Chiang Rai Rally? Please give 
reasons for your recommendations.
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